Psychological approaches to chronic catatonia-like deterioration in autism spectrum disorders.
The psychological dysfunctions that may underlie catatonia-like deterioration in autism spectrum disorders are discussed. Clinical observation suggests that an important factor is ongoing stress. The evidence for this from research and clinical observation is considered. The lack of evidence concerning the most appropriate medical treatments is discussed. A psychological approach designed for individual needs by relevant professionals and applied by parents and/or caregivers is described. This can be helpful whether or not medical treatments are used. It involves detailed holistic assessment of the individual and their circumstances to highlight possible precipitating stress factors in view of their underlying autism and cognitive/psychological functioning. The overall aim of this approach is to restructure the individual's lifestyle, environment and resolve cognitive/psychological factors to reduce the stress. An eclectic approach is used to find individual strategies in order to provide external goals and stimulation to increase motivation and keep the person engaged and active in meaningful and enjoyable pursuits. The approach describes ways of using verbal and physical prompts as external stimuli to overcome the movement difficulties and emphasizes maintaining a predictable structure and routine for each day. The importance of educating caregivers and service providers to understand the catatonia-like behavior is emphasized. Advice is given on management of specific problems such as incontinence, freezing in postures, eating problems, and episodes of excitement.